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THURSDAY

The Center for Fiction presents The Stories of John Cheever, an evening of commemoration to mark the centennial of the birth of author, with readings and discussion by authors Elizabeth Strout, Susan Minot, and Rick Moody.

T.G.I.T! What’s a better way to wrap up the week than an opportunity to gala and nosh with one of the best artist spaces in New York? The beloved Recess is hosting a HUGE benefit, Three’s A Crowd, in the name of celebrating their three year anniversary! There will be music, drinks, and dessert, as well as a silent auction, featuring works by A.L. Steiner, Lorraine O’Grady, LaToya Ruby Frazier, Liz Magic Lazer, and Clifford Owens. Commission artists include Kara Hearn, FCKNLZ, Christine Sun Kim, Corin Hewitt, and Simone Leigh; these are just a few of the artists who, for a mere Benjamin, are down to make artwork just for you (how badass is that!?). Tickets are still on sale, with a special $100 discount from the Recess team for BOMB readers who purchase at the Double Ultra Fan level—just enter the code “specialguest2012” at the checkout. Are you a starving artist? An emerging collector? Fret not! Prices for tickets come at various tiers, making this event for you, me, and everyone we know. Come support Recess and be stunned by the brilliance! Make your contribution and get your ticket by clicking here.